As much of the world has gone into complete lockdown, woefully unprepared, many countries have turned to South Korea for answers, given its handling of COVID‐19. Rapid and widespread testing, expansive surveillance assemblage and selected quarantine practices are upheld by many countries and public health professionals as superb, a model to adopt. But this is not South Korea's only lesson. Indeed, the world is on edge, scrambling in the here and now, but trying to figure out what happens to sociality going forward.

Five years prior, South Korea found itself mid‐epidemic, facing a different coronavirus. In the aftermath of the 2015 Middle East Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus (MERS‐CoV) outbreak in South Korea, queer and HIV/AIDS activists gathered to reflect on the government's and society's treatment of infected individuals as vectors of disease rather than as people. Activists demonstrated how this viropolitical stance mirrored the treatment of people living with HIV/AIDS in South Korea: they became more disease than person, threatening South Korean bodies and making South Korea itself impure.

One particular activist at the gathering stated that South Korea should *not* aim for purity or absolute cleanliness to keep citizens safe. That's impossible, and results in catastrophic social and psychological effects for those deemed impure and unclean. Rather, the activist claimed, we need to find ways for infected and non‐infected individuals to live together, both socially and spatially. When kinship and social relations are predicated on consanguine purity, the mere presence of a virus can potentially upend an entire social and affective system of belonging. For activists, that epidemic embodied, quite literally, fundamental problems in South Korean kinship, social relations and belonging.

The problems of sociality and belonging are now front and centre in the current pandemic, as quarantines, isolation and social distancing have blanketed much of the world. The Herculean global effort of viral containment and cleanliness -- discourses of face masks and social distancing -- though undeniably important, will have lasting effects on how we live with one another. This was the fear of those South Korean activists after the MERS‐CoV outbreak, as what underlined public health discourse and practice were stigmas of impurity.

Living together, then, confronts stigmas of impurity, and purity's embeddedness in sociality and belonging. The virus, facilitating for many a reprioritisation of one's life, allows a broader reassessment of social relations. If purity is impossible, sociality must start someplace else. For those South Korean activists, sociality begins with the virus itself, finding ways of living together with the virus. South Korea offers a view at how this dialectic has played out, between the abysmal government response to viral outbreak and the activist solution of living with the virus.

Disease experts warn that thousands of viruses lie in wait; the frequency of novel viruses that caused the likes of MERS, SARS and Ebola virus disease has increased in recent years. We are living in the time of viruses, not pandemic times: the normalcy of the virus rather than the normalcy of panic and fear. Sooner or later we will have to find ways of living with viruses.

Special thanks to Elliott Prasse‐Freeman for reading drafts of this contribution.
